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We give a short overview over the challenges and some solutions for using compo-
nentware for building critical systems.

The high quality development of critical systems (be it dependable, security-
critical, real-time, or performance-critical systems) is difficult. Many critical systems
are developed, fielded, and used that do not satisfy their criticality requirements,
sometimes with spectacular failures.

Systems whose correct functioning human life and substantial commercial assets
depend on need to be developed very carefully. Systems that have to operate under
the possibility of system failure or external attack need to be scrutinized to exclude
possible weaknesses.

Part of the difficulty of critical systems development is that correctness is often
in conflict with cost. Where thorough methods of system design pose high cost
through personnel training and use, they are all too often avoided.

On the other hand, there is an increasing interest in the use of componentware
due to a possibility for savings from potential reuse.

This raises the question whether the component-ware approach can be used
fruitfully in the critical systems area.

Beyond the general arguments about savings by reuse, the componentware ap-
proach offers an interesting opportunity for high-quality critical systems develop-
ment that is feasible in an industrial context.

• If reusable critical components can be identified, they can be developed at a
high standard of quality, and possibly even certified by official authorities.

• If a suitable methodology for component-based construction of critical system
exists, these critical components can be employed safely and securely within
the system context.

Under these two provisos, the componentware approach has the potential not
only to reduce costs, but at the same time to increase the quality of critical systems
software. This observation prompts some challenges one has to overcome to exploit
this opportunity, which include the following:
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• Adaptation of an appropriate notion of component to critical system applica-
tion domains.

• Correct use of critical components in the system context and the application
domain.

• Conflict between flexibility and level of criticality guarantees when defining
components.

• Improving tool-support for component-based development of critical systems.

Surprisingly few attempts have thus far been started to address these challenges,
explicitly dealing with component-based development of critical systems: [MV99]
points out some problems with using components-off-the-shelf (COTS) software for
security-critical systems. On the tool-side, the CASE tool AutoFocus [SH99] based
on the component-based design methodology in [Bro99] has been used for criti-
cal systems development for example in [GHJW03]. Component-based approaches
to developing critical systems with the Unified Modeling Language can be found
for example in [Jür02, Jür04, Jür03]. [GHD00] considers components in the con-
text of specifying safety-critical embedded systems with Statecharts and Z. The
integration of mixed-criticality software components is treated in [DS99]. [May02]
considers testing component-based safety critical software. [JH03] treats the ver-
ification of requirements specifications using composition and invariants. Several
of the contributions in [JCF+02] also consider components. To be able to use an
component-based approach to developing critical systems, one needs knowledge on
to what extent criticality requirements are preserved by composing system parts.
For example, [McL96, Jür00] examine composability of security requirements.
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